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 How do natural and cultural context inform 
and coexist within contemporary design?
Problem Statement
 How do natural and cultural context inform 
and coexist within contemporary design?
 CLAIM
Present day architecture grown out of its environment 
can embody and respect all the traditions, identity, and 
spirit of its place. 
 PREMISES
Universalization of production, knowledge, construc-
tion, and technology has changed the way we design 
and build our structures and buildings.
Great designers have an opportunity as well as an ob-
ligation to compliment and emphasize a given area 
while paying respect to its past.
True inspiration comes from every person with a story 
to tell, every trail with something to discover, and ev-
ery idea that is worth trying. 
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CONSTRAINT:
Existed through necessity 
and was limited by distance, 
technology, and tradition
PLACE
RESULTS:
Distinctive regionalism/vernacular whose inherent natural character was 
shaped into a cultural landscape by human activity over generations. 
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LOOSE CONSTRAINT:
Exists through free will and 
unlimited technology and 
social connection
RESULTS:
Markers, reference points, and boundaries become blurred.  Subtle 
natural and cultural destruction due to contaminations and contradictions.
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“Architecture can only be sustained today as a critical practice if it assumes a po-
sition which distances itself equally from the enlightenment myth of progress and 
from a reactionary, unrealistic impulse to return to the architectonic forms of the 
pre-industrial past. 
It has to remove itself from both the optimization of advanced technology and the 
ever present tendency to regress into nostalgic historicism or the glibly decorative, 
only this has the capacity to cultivate a resistant identity-giving culture while at the 
same time having discreet recourse to universal technique” (Frampton, 1983).
NEW WORLD ORDER ?
 MAIN POINTS
A cultural group has stability as people feel invested in 
the land because survival and well being depend on it.
Modern buildings are now conditioned uniformly by op-
timized technology which limits our ability as designers 
to create significant form.
Utopian ideals work directly against natural and cultural 
diversity.
Building and places are popping up all over the world 
with a dishonest representation of authenticity, identity 
and meaning defiant of surrounding context.
Architecture acts as identity confirming symbols to tour-
ists and travelers.
Framptons approach suggests finding ways to compli-
ment our normal scenic experience by retracing our tac-
tile range of perceptions.
Site
 ST. CROIX RIVER VALLEY
252 mile stretch
Glacial melt
Healthy waters and riparian zones
94 species of fish 
40 mussel species
Confluence of coniferous forests, deciduous forests, and prairie
Ojibwa and Dakota tribes
Burial mounds
French Fur Trade
Scandinavian immigrants
Protected riverway under NPS
Invasive species
(2009) lower section landed #10 spot on Americas most endangered river’s 
list
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Design Concept
 How do natural and cultural context inform 
and coexist within contemporary design?
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Final Design
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 How do natural and cultural context inform and 
coexist within contemporary design?
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